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Abstract. Although risk management approaches appeared more than one decade ago, there is the evidence of low penetration rate of their techniques in software projects. One of the most widely known methods is the SEI Software Continuous Risk Management (SEI-CRM) method. This paper addresses the usage of the SEI-CRM method in a big software development project. The study we carried out suggests that SEI-CRM is limited in terms of the organizational risk perspective. This research is expected to contribute with the knowledge on risk management for software development projects by for which we propose to extend the SEI-CRM method with some organizational risk factors that we have found relevant from our study.
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1 Introduction

Software Risk Management research is a task that attempts to formalize risk-oriented correlates of development success into a readily applicable set of principles and practices [16]. Several risk management approaches have been proposed and used since Boehm [2] brought risk management to the attention of the software engineering community. However, there is the evidence that few organizations use specific methods for risk management systematically [10,11]. KLCI (2001) [10] conducted a study in 268 organizations worldwide and it found that 3% did not use any risk approach, 18% used an ad-hoc approach to identify their risks, 37% of the participants used an informal approach, 28% use repeatable procedures (periodic approach), and only 14% used a formal approach to identify their risks. The common reasons for using an informal approach include: lack of procedure, adequately meet projects needs, young/immature organization, and team focus. According to Hoffman [7], even those organizations that use formal risk management processes for other
parts of their business demonstrate consistently poor Information Systems (IS) risk management and take a fragmented approach to it. Kontio and Basili [11] believe that there are three primary reasons for the low penetration rate of risk management technology: lack of knowledge about possible risk management methods and tools, practical and theoretical limitations of risk management approaches that hinder the usability of these methods, and third, there are few reports on systematic and scientifically sound evaluations to provide empirical feedback on their feasibility and benefits.

Software project risk includes technical and behavioral risk components [8]. Different studies have shown that most projects fail managerially, not technologically. Organizational issues are the most dominant project risk factors, but they are satisfactorily treated in less than a third of systems development projects [4]. Schmidt et al. [17] found that successful project managers rank low those factors over which they have no control or influence such as: conflict between user departments, change in ownership or senior management, staffing volatility, number of organizational units involved, and multi-vendor projects. Another aspect is the lack of recognition within the IT community about the importance of organizational issues as evidenced by Doherty and King [4]. The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we attempt to describe the usage of the SEI-CRM method in a big software development project. Second, to extend the SEI-CRM risk taxonomy with organizational risks based on the unified model of critical success factors for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) implementations proposed by Esteves and Pastor [5]. Thus, the risk identification strategy proposed in this paper has some innovation when compared with other related work. There are two main reasons to adopt the ERP unified model. First, the same organization implemented an ERP system two years before the start of the mentioned software development project. We suggest that the information related to the predicted or occurred risks in former organization projects (such as their causes, consequences, their treatment and success of the mitigation and contingency actions) may help managers identify and manage new project risks. Besides, lessons learned regarding risk management for former projects might contribute to the enrichment of the project risk planning approach. Second, the ERP unified model includes a well-defined and concise model of organizational critical success factors which may easily be reinterpreted as "critical risk factors".

This paper is structured as follows. First, we describe the background of this study. Then, we describe the risk management phases. Next we present the risk method implementation for our case study. Then, we explain the extension of SEI-CRM risks. Finally, we present the implications and further work.

2 The PRISMA Project Background

The Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) of our study is a Spanish higher education institution whose priority goals are teaching, research and technology transfer. UPC was created in the 70s and it is composed of 15 academic schools, 7 associated schools and 3 academic institutes with more than 30,000 students. One of its main purposes is to transfer its academic results to industry. In this sense, it is the
most important Spanish university in terms of resources obtained from research based on the technology transfer with companies.

UPC has had different several software packages for the management and administration of the studies of the university. After some evaluations in the market alternatives the UPC took the decision to develop its own new IS for administration of the academic studies, and selected an internal IT unit to develop it. The project was called PRISMA, and its three main goals were to build one single IS for academic information, provide multi-channel access to the academic IS (school, Internet, mobile) and support the adaptation to the “Bologna Declaration”, or convergence of European academic studies.

3 PRISMA Risk Management Phases

3.1 Identification and selection of a risk management approach

This phase consisted in the identification and the evaluation of the alternative risk management approaches for implementing the fundamental risk management functions that must be taken to effectively manage risks before they become threats to success or major sources of rework. Table 1 shows the risk methods evaluated: Euromethod, Safe, SEI-CRM, IEEE, RiskIt, Project Management Institute (PMI) risk method. We would like to note that each method categorized the risk functions in different phases. For each method we analyzed what and how each one of the functions in table 1 was implemented.

| Table 1. List of risk methods assessed in the PRISMA Project. |
|-----------------|---------------|-------------|--------|---------|--------|
|                  | Euromethod    | Safe        | SEI-CRM | IEEE    | RiskIt | PMI    |
| Risk plan        |               |             |         |         |        |        |
| Review define goals |             |             |         |         |        |        |
| Identifying risk    |               |             |         |         |        |        |
| Risk estimation     |               |             |         |         |        |        |
| Risk evaluation     |               |             |         |         |        |        |
| Planning risk treatment |           |             |         |         |        |        |
| Performing risk treatment |       |             |         |         |        |        |
| Risk track/monitor |               |             |         |         |        |        |
| Communication      |               |             |         |         |        |        |

The risk management team and the project manager decided to adopt the SEI-CRM method due to two main reasons. First, SEI-CRM is one of the most complete risk methods with detailed documentation which is applied in industry. Second, the PRISMA project also started implementing the Capability Maturity Model (CMM)
level 2 from the SEI, which helped to incorporate SEI-CRM as part of the tasks of CMM level 2.

3.2 The SEI-CRM Method

This section describes the SEI Continuous Risk Management (SEI-CRM) method, developed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI), is a software engineering practice with processes, methods, and tools for managing risks in a project. It provides a disciplined environment for proactive decision-making to: assess continuously what can go wrong (risks), determine what risks are important to deal with, and implement strategies to deal with those risks. When using CRM, risks are assessed continuously and used for decision-making in all phases of a project. Risks are carried forward and dealt with until they are resolved or they turn into problems and are handled as such. Table 1 shows the typical risk functions. The SEI-CRM has a similar set of functions, but also includes the notion of performing tasks on a cyclical basis, that is: identifying, analyzing, planning, tracking, controlling and communicating the risks throughout a project life cycle.

3.3 Definition of PRISMA Risk Management Plan

Our first task was to create a project risk management plan. Although the SEI-CRM method does not include a specific phase or task to develop the risk management plan, we opted to extend SEI-CRM phases with the PMI risk management plan definition phase. The purpose of this plan was to guarantee that the PRISMA project risks were identified, analyzed, documented, mitigated, and controlled in a correct way along the project life cycle. The project risk management plan specifies the processes, methods, responsibilities and tools associated with risk management in PRISMA and follows the SEI SW-CMM and the PMI recommendations.

3.4 Definition of the RISK MANAGEMENT Team

Figure 1 depicts the responsibilities of all project personnel including project manager, software technical managers, team members, and risk management team for managing risk within the PRISMA Project. The main responsibilities for each risk role were:

- Team members: identify new risks, estimate probability and impact, classify risks, recommend actions, track risks and mitigation plans, and assist in risk prioritizing.

- Technical managers: integrate risk information from all individuals within their department, ensure accuracy of probability and impact estimates and the classification, reprioritize all risks to determine high importance risks, review recommendations on mitigation actions, assign or change responsibility for risks and mitigation plans, report to the project manager, implement control decisions for
risks, build action plans, collect and report general risk measures, and coordinate communications with the project manager.

Fig. 1. The different roles played by each stakeholder in the risk process.

- Project manager: authorize resources for mitigation, integrate risk information from all managers, reprioritize all risks to determine high importance risks, make decisions to control these risks, assign or change responsibility for risks and mitigation plans within the project, and review measures with quality department periodically to evaluate effectiveness.

- Risk management Team (Quality team): coordinate activities to identify and analyze risks, maintain the project risks list, notify new risks and report periodically risks status to the project manager.

- Team to support the risk management team: detect risk elements and estimate potential negative impact, review and evaluate critical processes and dept within the project, review and import relevant results from other similar internal or external projects, build policies and contingency plans, and assess and assist the project manager in high critical activities.

4 PRISMA SEI-CRM Implementation

4.1 Risk Identification Phase

The risk identification phase consists in activities and methods used to discover risk factors before they become problems. The risk identification process followed in
PRISMA is shown in figure 2 and it was divided in two phases: identification of an initial list of project risks and continuous risk process management.

![Risk identification framework](image)

**Fig. 2.** Risk identification framework followed in the PRISMA project.

1. Identification of an initial list of project risks

   The risk management team built a risk identification questionnaire based on the SEI risk taxonomy. The taxonomy provides a framework for identifying technical and programmatic software development risks [3]. The SEI taxonomy contains 194 questions organized into three major classes: product engineering, development environment and program constraints. Some authors (e.g. [14]) have stressed that the SEI taxonomy seems designed to better support risk identification for larger, more formalized, and more technical projects for large organizations. The down side of the current taxonomy is that it reflects its origins, that is, that the types of risks encountered are those that exist typically in large often military organizations undertaking very large software development projects. We extended this taxonomy by defining another class, organizational risk factors, imported and adapted from the organizational and strategic factors identified by Esteves and Pastor [5] for ERP systems implementation (see table 2).

**Table 2.** Organizational, strategic and tactical factors (Esteves and Pastor [5]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational</th>
<th>Strategic</th>
<th>Tactical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustained management support</td>
<td>Dedicated staff and consultants</td>
<td>Strong communication inwards and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective organizational change</td>
<td>Effective organizational change inwards and</td>
<td>outwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>management</td>
<td>outwards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good project scope management</td>
<td>Preventive trouble shooting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate project team composition</td>
<td>Adequate training program</td>
<td>Appropriate usage of consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive business process</td>
<td>Preventive trouble shooting</td>
<td>Empowered decision-makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>re-engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate project sponsor role</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate project manager role</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User involvement and participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust between partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the view of Esteves and Pastor [5], the nature of the ERP implementation problems includes strategic, tactical, organizational and technological perspectives. Then, we proposed that the critical success factors unified model should have these four perspectives. The organizational perspective is related with concerns like organizational structure and culture, and business processes. The strategic perspective is related with core competencies accomplishing the organization's mission and long-term goals, while the tactical perspective affects the business activities with short-term objectives. The risk management support team used this questionnaire as the basis to conduct interviews with managers in order to elicit risks. Moreover, information about risk management on similar projects within the organization and from outside was studied to perform the analysis and to make the provisional list of project risks. As a result of comparing this list with other risk checklists, the initial list of project risks was built.

2. Continuous Risk Process Management
   All the PRISMA project team members are responsible for identifying new risks during the whole project lifecycle. See below for more details on continuous risk process management.

4.2 Risk Analysis Phase

   The purpose of the risk analysis phase is to convert the risk data into decision-making information. This involves establishing values for impact (the loss or negative effect on the project should the risk occur); and probability (the likelihood the risk will occur). The process of analyzing risks has three steps: evaluating the attributes of the risk; estimating probability and impact using a five score scale, ensuring accuracy of risk attributes; and classifying and prioritizing the risks.

4.3 Risk Plan Phase

   Taking the prioritized risk list as input, the risk plan activity consists in deciding what to do and when, if anything should be done about a risk. In this phase decisions and mitigation strategies are developed based on current knowledge about project risks. The risk strategy for a specific risk can take many forms: Transfer, mitigate, avoid, and accept the risk. In this phase we only considered allocated planning resources and mitigation activities for risks with high or moderate importance. The risk plan process has the next steps: assignment of risk responsibility to any project stakeholder; creation of an action plan for each risk, if the action opted is mitigation, then a mitigation plan should be created; and revision of all action plans.

4.4 Risk Tracking Phase

   Tracking is a process in which risk data are acquired, compiled and reported by the person(s) responsible for tracking watched and mitigated risks. Key performance
indicators are gathered and presented to decision-makers in tracking documents and/or presentations. This phase involved the following steps: monitor risk indication and mitigation plans, new risks identification, prioritized risks list.

4.5 Risk Control Phase

The purpose of this phase is to correct for deviations from the risk mitigation plans. In addition to monitoring the risks on its current list, the team needs to be alert to new risks that enter its environment as the project proceeds. This process is composed of the following steps: identification of a new project risk, submission of risk proposal, risk confirmation, assignment of someone responsible for the new risk, and periodical revision of new project risks.

4.6 Communication Phase

The purpose of the communication phase is to provide information and feedback to and from the project on the risk activities, current risks, and emerging risks. Communication is essential to the success of all other functions and is critical for managing risks. For effective risk management, an organization must have continuous and open communication. It occurs formally as well as informally. We carried out the following activities: presentations and workshops of risk management approaches to the PRISMA team members, publicize the list of risks, and report periodically the status of project risks to software technical managers, project managers and the steering committee. All risk documents are accessible online in a risk management tool (a lotus notes application).

5 Organizational Risk Factors in the PRISMA Project

Table 3 shows the risks factors identified in the PRISMA project which were initially incorporated from the Esteves and Pastor [5] model. We would like to note that the risks titles do not match exactly with Esteves and Pastor [5] factors because these factors were defined as categories defined in a higher level than our risk factors, and because success factors were reinterpreted as risk factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Some organizational risk factors identified</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>SEI</th>
<th>Esteves and Pastor [5]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of an organizational change management plan</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td>Strategic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of user involvement and participation</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td>Strategic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of inwards and outwards communication</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Tactical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate training program planning and evaluation</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tactical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Some organizational risk factors identified in the PRISMA project.
Next, we briefly discuss some of the organizational risks identified and the actions taken for each organizational risk.

5.1 Lack of an organizational change management plan

This organizational risk was classified as a risk with high importance. This status is similar to the literature on risk management that suggests that the risks associated to the change of culture are the most difficult to manage [1]. Culture is normally the most powerful force opposing change and the implementation of cultural change is a long-term process which needs to be managed carefully. For this risk, the PRISMA risk management support team defined the following mitigation action: develop effective communication between the project management team members including steering committee and the stakeholders who must change or play a key role in the change process.

5.2 Lack of user involvement and participation

User participation refers to the behavior and activities that users perform during the system implementation process. User involvement refers to a psychological state of the individual, and is defined as the importance and personal relevance of a system to a user [6]. User involvement and participation will result in a better fit of user requirements achieving better system quality, use and acceptance. With regard to the mitigation of this risk, we developed a set of activities to improve user involvement especially in critical tasks such as training and system implementation.

5.3 Lack of inwards and outwards communication

According to Esteves and Pastor [5], communication should be of two kinds: 'inwards' the project team and 'outwards' to the whole organization. This means not only sharing information between the project team but also communicating to the whole organization the results and the goals in each implementation stage. There is the need to create a communication plan to organize all the communication tasks. Furthermore, the communication effort should be done in a regular basis during the implementation phase. For this risk, the PRISMA risk management team defined the following mitigation actions: we proposed to create a communication plan. The communication plan determined the information and communication needs of the stakeholders: who needs what information, when they will need it, how it will be given to them and by whom. We proposed to perform more frequent and regular meetings (all project team and only software technical managers).
5.4 Inadequate training program planning and evaluation

The purpose of training is to develop the skills and knowledge of individuals so they can perform their roles effectively and efficiently. We considered not only evaluating and monitoring training for PRISMA team members but also for the users of the system. Concerning users one of the most important benefits on evaluating training is that it serves to adapt users to the new system, thus helping the organizational change process. For this risk, the PRISMA risk management team defined the following mitigation actions: create a training plan which documents the objectives of the training program, the training needs, the training to be delivered and tactical procedures for carrying out training activities; provide a set of metrics to control the training in PRISMA, using a framework proposal for monitoring and evaluating training in ERP implementation projects; create a training evaluation questionnaire; collect the data using surveys that the users or the PRISMA team members respond each time they take a course; analyze the data to determine the status of the training plan and propose training improvements.

6 Discussion and Further Work

Two relevant findings have emerged in this study. First, the applicability of SEI-CRM approach. Overall, the people that participated in the risk management process agree that SEI-CRM is a positive process. However, based on our experience in this project we think that one of the main problems of SEI-CRM method is that it presumes a level of software project management planning maturity of the organization that may be difficult to find in many projects. Another issue that may affect the SEI-CRM applicability is implied by the misconceptions surrounding the application of any risk management approach. Padayachee [15] mentions that misconceptions arise "through viewing risk management as being implicit in the planning or specification phase or viewing risk as challenges, therefore negating the need for a risk management”. This attitude may affect the involvement and participation of risk evaluators in the whole process. Managers can accept easily their participation in the risk identification phase. Our experience shows that the SEI-CRM taxonomy questionnaire needs to be adapted to the specific context of each software development project. A good software project manager cannot afford that his software technical managers are wasting their time in answering reports with questions not fitting with their project. Thus, the use of the standard SEI-CRM questionnaire may decrease the level of confidence in the risk identification process and in the risk management team work.

We also think that conducting interviews with software technical managers helped to improve the risk data collected since the information of interviews information was more detailed. This aspect confirms Kontio et al. [12] analysis that information gained in interviews was more detailed and of better quality than the results of workshops, perhaps due to more confidential nature of interviews and the possibility to focus on specific topics. The risk analysis phase seems quite well accepted by managers. While the risk identification and analysis phases begun at the same time of the software project development, the other risk phases started when the software techni-
cal managers were concentrated resolving schedule and budget problems and reduc-
ing their effort on the activities to ensure quality control like risk management. Thus,
there is not a mitigation action plan for each risk that is to be mitigated and not all the
contingency plans have been documented. Concerning tracking and control phase, the
situation is similar so we suggested that the risk management team has to communi-
cate, motive and help the software technical managers to plan each risk to be miti-
gated and track and control it.

The second finding is related with the extension of the SEI taxonomy with organi-
zational risks, and the other is the level of importance of these organizational risks
perceived by the project manager and software technical managers. The risk evalua-
tors identified almost all the organizational risks as with medium importance. Most of
these risks were not under the direct control of the project manager or of the software
technical managers. This finding is supported by other risk management studies (e.g.
[9]) that have shown that most of the risk lists focused on those risks factors over
which the project manager has a relatively degree of control. The risk evaluators also
did not consider some organizational issues as risks because they could not effec-
tively control them or they analyzed the organizational issues as related with their
own role. For instance, software technical managers did not consider low empower-
ment of decision-makers as a risk because they analyzed this issue in relation to their
role and not their subordinates. Overall, we detected that the emergence of organiza-
tional issues related with people roles and skills is very difficult since people may
avoid admit explicitly that they or the others may not act as expected. We think that
the main reason is to avoid conflicts among evaluators. We also think that software
project risk management in terms of organizational perspectives requires a com-
prehensive knowledge of previous experiences acquired in previous projects. Since the
researchers within the risk management team conducted a case study of the critical
success factors in the previous ERP implementation in the organization, they contrib-
uted with some project risks. Based on this previous experience it was also possible to
avoid and mitigate some of those problems that occurred in the ERP implementation
in a more adequately manner. This experience also helped to incorporate some valu-
able solutions found in the ERP implementation (e.g. the training program moni-
toring). We think that organizations would benefit in the creation of a risk management
database for their different projects since it would help managers identify and manage
new project risks. Our experience suggests that technical risks have a solution that in
most cases depends mostly on the cost and the availability of the technology required
while organizational risks go beyond the project boundaries. In this project, we have
seen that managers were able to contextualize and adapt the SEI-CRM method to
their needs. As with other IS development methodologies, techniques and tools, risk
management approaches adoption should be treated with caution.
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